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Details of Visit:

Author: sexytommy1
Location 2: Earl's Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 28 Mar 2013 19:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 350
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Clean and Tidy about 10 minutes walk from Earls Court. (Not shared with other girls which I prefer)
Shower available (although probably the hardest shower I have ever used in getting the right
temperature (I nearly jumped out at one point it good that hot)

The Lady:

Searching for Isabel Ice on the net will give you all the information you need, she really has done
hundreds of movies. (Trust me I watched lots of them in the week before this booking) Had put
some weight on recently (but still very sexy).

Oh nearly forgot Isabel now has some serious ink on her back. I don't mind this (I actually quite like
it sometimes) but I know it is not everyone's cup of tea

The Story:

Wow- certainly in my top 5 of all time probably top 3.

My first Attempt at recalling what happened on this Punt ended up around 7 pages long (hence the
delay in posting the report)

I chose to use Max's Angels based on the consistent reviews and recommendations in various
forums and after some horrible experience with independents on the other site

The Agency

First of all Max replied to my initial enquiry email very quickly and If he had not done so I may well
have missed Isabel before she retired/left so credit the agency there
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The booking process however could have been improved. What should have taken 2 phone calls
actually took 5. When I initially called the receptionist she forgot to ask how long I wanted so I rang
back. I only wanted 90 mins so not likely to have been an issue but if I had wanted an overnight
booking then could have caused problems if I had not phoned back.

I called back on day of booking at 9.30ish. A differently lady answered the phone with a foreign
accent (Asian - I think) She was not very polite and told me that in future I should only ring after
10am (this was the time that the opened) (If you do notopen until 10 then why even answer the
phone before ten–just to tell me not to ring before ten in future) She did however say that the
booking was confirmed. Max's policy is that you should confirm between 10:00 - 12:00 on the day of
the booking isn't ideal. I may often be tied up with work at these Hours but I understand it from
Agencies point of view. Perhaps a bigger window to confirm perhaps or something like at least 5
hours before the booking)

I expected to receive a Tax from Max's with address etc but by nearly 12:00 had not received
anything. So rang again spoke to women who I had spoke to the other day. I explained that I had
called earlier but had not received an address. She said she would send it now, I asked her to hold
a second while I checked I had received it but the lady hung up. (In her defense perhaps she had
not heard me say I would just check for text)
I rang back to say that I had the text but the text specified 1 hour Whereas I had asked for 90
minutes. The lady apologised and said she would resend confirmation.

When I arrived at Isabel's I checked the 1 Hour/90 Minute situation and Isabel said she had only
been told 1 Hour. She said it wasn’t a problem. The confirmation text actually arrived not long after
I left Isabels’s to go back home.(8.30 ish)

My requests for toys/stocking was passed on.

The Punt itself

Nothing negative left to say.

The most surprising thing about this punt was just how well I got on with IsabelIt really felt like we
clicked from very early on. We chatted about loads of things and I remember being very suprised
about some stuff we had in common. The girls is a real Nympho very bright and has a really positive
outlook on life.

The sex was amazing. Anal in multiple position, (She took my cock like a pro- I have been told by
escorts fat too many times that I am too big) Some Anal toys (she does this cool gapeing trick with a
metal butt plug) Sloppy Blow Job. Deepthroat (Unfortunately she couldn't take it down to the base ),
Gagging ,CIM, Very sexy DFK. What more could you want (Well 2 Isabels maybe)
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